
Acclaimed composer and bassist Stephan Crump will release Slow
Water—featuring an unorthodox chamber ensemble of strings, horns,

and vibraphone—on May 3 via Papillon Sounds

Inspired by science journalist Erica Gies’ Water Always Wins, the
album examines how we could better live with water after centuries of

controlling and damaging it

Available May 3 on Double-LP, CD, download, and all streaming
platforms

We prefer to control our rivers—to dam them for power, to wall them with levees, to
funnel them into canals or aqueducts to supply farm or city, to reroute them entirely to
keep cities in good standing. It’s true for all bodies of water, really, from the ways we
drain wetlands for housing or wall off the ocean for much the same. But most rivers of
our world have been here much longer than our species; in extreme cases, they’ve run
through the same channels for 2,000 times longer than we have walked the planet,
fostering and feeding ecosystems for actual epochs. Water knows how to handle itself.
Our dominion, though, has ruined or at least damaged its patterns, whether depleting
groundwater, increasing pollution in waterways, or depriving adjacent land of the
minerals that might make it fertile. We prefer to control our waters, and they, in turn,
suffer in our hands.

All this has been on the mind of vaunted bassist and composer Stephan Crump for
decades. He grew up near the banks of the Mississippi in Memphis, playing on, around,
or in our Great (and wounded) River as a child. Other transformative experiences with
other bodies of water followed: the Puget Sound off the coast of Washington, the wild
Missinaibi beneath the Hudson Bay, the Onyar in Spain, the Gowanus Canal in
Brooklyn, where he has lived for 30 years. He long contemplated a musical project that
would honor those relationships with water, that would allow him to consider both his
personal and our societal connections to that lifeforce.



His poignant and immersive Slow Water does exactly that. A continuous 67-minute
piece rendered by a stellar sextet of new music and jazz ringers, Slow Water uses
science, natural philosophy, and empathy to imagine the secret life that water leads,
from its creatures and chemistry to its sense of near-magical motion. Crump’s work with
Mary Halvorson, Tyshawn Sorey, Ingrid Laubrock, Vijay Iyer, and Borderlands Trio long
ago confirmed his place at the vanguard of modern jazz. But the wondrous Slow Water,
a piece that will lead you to reconsider your relationship with something that surrounds
you, puts him in league with John Luther Adams, Wadada Leo Smith, and Ashley Fure,
fellow composers who have given sound to the endangered glory of the natural gifts
around us.

When Crump began researching this idea, the news wasn’t very good. He read report
after report about those bodies of water he loved, mostly to find they were imperiled by
the consequences of our control and choices. But then he stumbled uponWater Always
Wins, a surprising 2022 book by science journalist Erica Gies that functioned as a kind
of hopeful testimonial to water’s perseverance. Gies took a multidisciplinary approach to
water, working with scientists, activists, and indigenous communities to understand how
water, allowed to run its own slow course, could fend off drought and even sea-level
rise. Crump read about beavers and how, left to build their dams, they once helped to
create the abundance of arable North America. These lessons became instructions for
Crump, both as a composer and ensemble leader: Allow the music to flow where it
wants. Let it meander. Relinquish control. Create conditions, as he often says, for a
“fertile wonderland.”

Crump methodically assembled a new group for Slow Water, choosing each member for
fluidity and instinct. With the exception of sterling vibraphonist Patricia Brennan, he’d
worked with the rest of the ensemble rarely or not at all: exploratory trombonist Jacob
Garchik, empathetic trumpeter Kenny Warren, impulsive violist Joanna Mattrey, and
inquisitive violinist yuniya edi kwon. Crump first through-composed eight pieces for this
sextet, taking care to include space for each player to add their imprint. He also devised
eight conceptual prompts—each based on assorted states of water—from which the
group would compose spontaneously. That is, of course, Crump wanted both band and
its pieces to flow together, to move as water would and to enable, as water also does, a
larger ecosystem.

This surprising hour is full of delights and worries, of joys and anxieties. During
“Bogged,” for instance, Crump and company seem to collectively marvel at the way
water works, the ensemble oozing outward from the tune of Brennan’s melodic
vibraphone and Crump’s steadying bass. “Eager” is industrious and charming, like the
streamside workshops to which it is indebted, while “Euphotic” is a tizzy of motion and



intersecting layers, a portrait of lively aquatic biomes. The instruments breathe as if
through water during “Pneumatophore” and drift as if suspended in the slow, permanent
motion of “Strata.” Crump typically works in smaller ensembles, and that shows in just
how much textural, technical, and emotional range these six elements cover. You get
the sense that you’re exploring a body of water from above and below, inside and out,
learning the intricacies of how it exists and operates. It’s inspirational, even, this
imaginative transcript of the life of the thing that lets us live in turn.

Slow Water is not blindly optimistic about the state of our world. If it seems to end with a
flicker of hope, with harmonies twinkling softly through elegiac horns and strings that
circle upward toward something different and new, that is less for us than for water. It
was here before, and it will be here after, coursing through some of the same channels
it has cut and navigated for nearly half a billion years. If only we could stop, understand,
and internalize its lessons, just as Crump has on the remarkable Slow Water, a
compelling testament to another way of being.
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